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February 1, 2008

The Honorable Charlie Crist  
Governor, State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 South Monroe Street 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 

The Honorable Ken Pruitt 
President, The Florida Senate 
409 The Capitol 
404 South Monroe Street 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100 

The Honorable Marco Rubio 
Speaker, Florida House of Representatives 
420 The Capitol 
402 South Monroe Street 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1300 

Gentlemen:
 
This letter is to transmit the final report of the Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force (SARTF). This group was 
formed as the result of passage of House Bill 985 in the 2007 legislative session. The Task Force met in four sessions 
totaling nine days of deliberations during December 2007 and January 2008 to gather information and deliberate on 
issues related to the supply and demand for construction aggregate materials. During these meetings we heard from 
industry representatives from the mining, transportation, and construction industries, the environmental communities, 
local governments and the general public.

Our recommendations acknowledge the strategic nature of construction aggregate materials and their importance to the 
economy of the State.  The Task Force recognized the need for the State to develop and periodically update an inventory 
of available supplies, and to adequately plan for and fund infrastructure improvements to ensure the cost effective 
and timely delivery of these to public and private sector users.  The SARTF agreed that land use and environmental 
regulatory controls could be improved, but was unable in all instances to achieve consensus on how to accomplish 
these efficiencies.  In those instances, we decided to present the Legislature with “options” as to how to address the 
specific issues.

On behalf of the other members of the Task Force, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to serve the State of 
Florida in addressing these critical issues and remain prepared to provide you with any additional assistance you may 
require.

Respectfully, 

Harkley R. Thornton 
Chairman, Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force
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The Mission and Legislative Charge

The mission and legislaTive Charge

The Florida Legislature created the Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force (SARTF) in 2007 with the passage 
of House Bill 985 (See Appendix 1). The 19 SARTF members were designated by legislation or appointed by 
the Governor, President of the Senate, and Speaker of the House of Representatives; members included 
representatives from government, industry, and environmental groups (See Appendix 2).

The Task Force conducted a series of meetings to identify areas of improvement in policy and public investment 
as related to the supply of construction aggregate materials available for use in Florida (See Appendices 3 and 4). 
The Task Force was directed to evaluate the availability and disposition of construction aggregate materials and 
related mining and land use practices in Florida. The organizational and overview meeting was held in Tampa on 
December 18-19, 2007. Additional information gathering and deliberative sessions were conducted January 8-9, 
2008, in Miami; January 15-16, 2008, in Jacksonville; and, January 29-31, 2008, in Tallahassee. The Task Force’s 
findings were presented to the Governor, President of the Senate, and Speaker of the House of Representatives 
February 1, 2008. SARTF recommendations focused on the following issues:

General policy changes in the aggregates arena• 

Availability and locations of deposits of construction aggregate materials• 

Land use issues  • 

Public and private investments in infrastructure such as access and availability to ports, • 
railroads and roadway transportation.
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baCkground / The issues / The problem 
Policy makers and other concerned groups of Floridians are beginning to appreciate and understand the dilemma 
that has been created by the convergence of mining, development and environmental issues with regards to the 
use of aggregates and construction aggregate materials for construction and the environmental and regulatory 
constraints on mining. A federal court order temporarily invalidating federal permits for, and thus prohibiting mining 
in, a portion of the Lake Belt region has placed the spotlight on the issue of supply and demand of construction 
aggregate materials and the impact on Florida’s economy. A significant shut-down may redirect the way mining and 
transportation of construction aggregate materials occurs in Florida in the near future.

Aggregate mining has environmental impacts. Some of those impacts may be adverse for natural upland and 
wetlands, and to surface and groundwater, including public supply, and other natural and geologic resources. 
Some of those adverse impacts are mitigated. These natural resources, also critical to the state’s economy, are like 
strategic aggregate materials, finite and cannot be relocated.

The types of impacts that cannot be considered by Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) and 
are exclusively left to local government include land-use compatibility, safety, hours of operation, noise, vibrations, 
dust, traffic and noise maintenance. 

Definitions

Construction Aggregate Materials

The Florida Legislature created the Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force (SARTF) during the 2007 Legislative 
Session with passage of House Bill 985. The legislation defined construction aggregate materials as follows:

“Construction aggregate materials” means crushed stone, limestone, dolomite, limerock, 
shell rock, cemented coquina, sand for use as a component of mortars, concrete, bituminous 
mixtures, or underdrain filters, and other mined resources providing the basic material for 
concrete, asphalt, and road base.

“Strategic Aggregates Study: Sources, Constraints and Economic Value of Limestone and Sand in Florida,” 
produced for the Florida Department of Transportation in March, 2007, provided additional definitions of the 
construction aggregate materials products commonly used in Florida.

Aggregate (finished stone) is composed of rock particles than range in size from 0.03-inch 
to 3.0-inch in diameter and, depending on the engineering application, is mixed and blended 
so the smaller sizes fit in the space between larger particles. Aggregates are mixed with 
Portland cement or asphalt materials to form Portland cement concrete or hot mix asphalt for 
use in construction applications.

Limerock is a term used in Florida to mean crushed limestone that has a gradation of particles 
from small to large that is used as a compacted base layer beneath roads and buildings and 
for other structural earth fill applications. Limerock is manufactured for the most part from 
softer limestone formations found across Florida. The term is often used interchangeably 
with the term “base rock.” 
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Background / The Issues / The Problem

Shell rock is a term used in Florida to mean relatively unconsolidated carbonate shell, 
shell fragments and silica sand that can be processed to create a material that meets test 
standards for limerock.

Florida’s Mines

Mine is the generic term for the place where the earth’s materials are removed for human uses. A quarry is a type 
of surface mine where stone or rock is excavated. A pit is a term used for a mine that is producing sand, clay, soft 
rock, shell or fill materials.

Overburden. All mines in Florida are “surface mines” wherein the overburden or topsoil is removed from atop a 
layer of limestone rock layer so that the rock can be removed from the top down. Sand is mined across the state 
at small pits and excavations; the sand is used for fill material. High-quality sand is mined for the most part in Lake 
and Polk Counties in an area known as the Lake Wales Ridge. 

The thickness of the overburden at a prospective mine site is a deciding factor as to whether a rock or sand 
layer is of economic value. The limestone rock layers are at the surface or covered by only few feet of easily 
removed sandy or organic soils in many areas of South Florida in Miami-Dade, Collier, and Lee Counties,. In other 
geographic areas of the state the mineable rock unit may be beneath 10-30 feet of soil overburden which must be 
removed to reach 20-30 feet of rock. The business decision as to the economic viability of a mining operation often 
hinges on the thickness and cost of the removal of the overburden versus the price for the construction aggregate 
materials to be produced from the site. 

Wet Mining. Many areas of Florida have water table conditions at or very near the land surface. In areas with a 
high water table, the rock is mined “wet” by drilling the undisturbed rock and breaking the rock by blasting. The 
rock is removed from the lake with excavators or draglines. The rock is piled in windrows for dewatering and then 
is moved by large mine trucks to a processing area to be crushed and processed by particle size. The lakes grow 
larger as mining continues. 

Dry Mining. In areas where the water table is lower, the mine site may be dry; the working face may be exposed 
and the excavating equipment loads haul trucks or conveyors from the floor or lowest level of the mine.

Geology and Distribution of Resources

The location and distribution of geologic deposits that can be mined for construction aggregate materials extends 
over 33 or more counties in the state, as shown in Figures 1 through 3. However the ability to mine these deposits 
in an economic manner is influenced by the proximity to markets, the thickness of overburden, and the quantity 
and quality of the materials. The economic viability of a geologic deposit is also greatly influenced by the proximity 
to rail and port facilities where similar or replacement products can be imported at a lower cost than producing 
them locally. The distribution of limestone and sand deposits was described in the FDOT report as occurring in 
six “resource areas” across the state. These six areas are shown in Figure 4. The definition of materials resource 
areas was created to reflect where significant deposits of construction aggregate materials are found today and 
where additional deposits are likely to be found in the future. Several of these areas are being mined a rapid rate 
and development or environmental lands designations are encroaching on the remaining reserves. 
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A materials resource area as used in the FDOT report and in deliberations of the SARTF can be defined as:

A geographic area where the geologic conditions have been evaluated and there is a high 
likelihood that limestone or sand is present that will meet FDOT-standards for construction 
materials and that deposits are of a size to economically justify the creation of large mines 
with significant reserves.

Demand Estimates for Construction Aggregate Materials to 2060 

The demand for construction aggregate materials is linked to the amount of development and road building. The 
March 2007, FDOT Report evaluated many economic factors that create the demand for construction aggregate 
materials in Florida. In simple terms construction aggregate materials are used to construct and maintain roads, 
bridges, homes, and commercial buildings. The FDOT report evaluated a ten year period between 1999 and 2009 
to discuss the demand issues for construction aggregate materials. At the time the research work for report was 
underway there was complete reporting of data for the year 2004 and as such 2004 was selected as the base year 
for the economic discussion. In retrospect 2004 was on the steep slope of the upward trend of the housing boom. 
In 2004, the study reported 120 million tons of aggregates being used in Florida. The projected tonnage for 2009 
was estimated to grow by about 5 million tons as shown in Figure 5. The economic slowdown will actually cause a 
reversal of the generally upward trend of consumption. 
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Background / The Issues / The Problem

How much aggregate will we need in Florida? This was a question asked early in the first day of deliberations of 
the SARTF. In 2004 the value was seven or eight tons per capita/per year. There is a 10 year snapshot presented 
in Figure 5. The curve can be extended back 20 years and the aggregate consumption was 60-70 million tons 
per year. Florida’s population was at 18 million in 2004 and it continues to grow. The future is being modeled and 
reviewed by several groups in Florida to predict resource demands and impacts as the population doubles in the 
next 50 years. The median estimates from the University of Florida Bureau of Economic and Business Research 
(BEBR) for population in the 2060 report of the 1000 Friends of Florida is 36 million.

The demands for construction aggregate materials will be in the areas where growth and development is most 
rapid. As shown in the 1000 Friends 2060 report, that will be infilling of the Florida Peninsula connecting the major 
urban areas of Jacksonville, Orlando, Tampa, Ft. Myers and the Miami-Dade area. 

Mining-related conflicts will occur in the areas with natural resources and existing communities and where growth 
and development is placed over or adjacent to deposits of construction aggregate materials, or, stated another way, 
where geologically valuable resources such as limestone are located in urban or urbanizing areas. The GeoPlan 
Center used data from the 1000 Friends of Florida 2060 report and plotted is over the geologic map of the four 
county areas north of Tampa. Figure 6 and 7 shows the potentially dramatic encroachment of development into 
important natural systems and SRAs. It also shows the potential conflicts between the location of SRAs and natural 
land and water resources. The pink areas represent near-surface deposits of Suwannee Limestone and production 
of construction aggregate materials. Using the GeoPlan Center modeling assumptions for demographics and 
environmental trends the “New Urban” projection for this area effectively eliminates mining reserve lands.
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The deliberations of the SARTF group concluded that there was a need to evaluate and map the areas of 
construction aggregate materials in more detail and to begin modeling the growth trends in critical areas of the state. 
The demand issues for construction aggregate materials will be brought to Florida’s policy makers by modeling 
efforts similar to those of the 1000 Friends of Florida and the Century Commission for a Sustainable Florida. 

Permitted Reserves

Another question from SARTF members was how much aggregate is currently permitted for mining in Florida.  
Information on permitted reserves is generally proprietary information held closely by mining interests. The FDOT 
report looked at general areas where construction aggregate mines are found but this research was not intended 
to evaluate reserves for individual mines and resource areas. There are permitted reserves to supply demands for 
several years but without new mines reserves replacement supplies could become low, hence the need for a gap 
analysis recommendation. Since the permitting and construction time for new mines is often five years or more, 
there may be supply problems in the future. 

The SARTF group was in agreement that better reserves data was needed to support mine permitting decisions. 
Very likely these data statewide can be summarized to be useful for planning work without compromising business 
confidentiality.
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Background / The Issues / The Problem

Recycling and Substitution for Construction Aggregate Materials

Recycling and materials substitutions may be partial solutions to offset demands. There is a trend towards increased 
recycling rates of concrete and asphalt materials, but limits to the amount of demand that can be met in this matter. 
Florida is achieving nearly 100 percent in the reuse of asphalt pavement according to a recent University of Central 
Florida study.1 

Concrete from construction debris is also intensely recycled, but because it is sometimes intermeshed with steel 
reinforcing and deleterious debris such as asbestos make recovery rates for less than for asphalt materials.

1  Kuo, Mahgoub, and Ortega. Use of Recycled Concrete Made of Florida Limestone Aggregate for a Base Course in Flexible Pavement: 36.  
Department of Civil Engineering. University of Central Florida. October 2001. 
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Supply Chain Infrastructure for Aggregates

The supply chain for construction aggregate materials relies on truck hauling to move these materials from: mines to 
construction sites; rail terminals to construction sites; and, port terminals to job sites. The cost of hauling aggregate 
materials on a per ton mile basis is least expensive by ship and rail from mines producing high quality materials in 
other states or overseas. Trucks are the key for the ultimate distribution to construction job sites.

Trucks are the prime movers of construction aggregate materials in the state. The maximum weight of materials 
that can be legally carried by trucks is in the range of 18-24 tons depending upon the truck design and number 
of axles. Trucking costs are dependent upon diesel fuel costs and whether the trucks must return empty or have 
back haul loads. Most deliveries from mines or terminals are less than 30 miles. In areas where regional mines are 
supplying base rock materials to the Tampa or Orlando markets the truck hauls can be as long as 80-100 miles one 
way with no back-haul opportunities. The SARTF group discussed the current regulations of trucks and the issues 
facing truck operators. Trucking companies are independent to the mining business in most instances but their 
business is impacted by restrictions on the mines. Local objections to mines are often prompted by the number 
of trucks on rural roads, dust, safety issues, and restrictions on hours of operations. The trucking companies are 
facing ever higher fuel and equipment costs, shortages of commercial drivers and high insurance costs. 

Florida is served by rail in a network that includes the CSX Corporation railroad and Florida East Coast Railway 
(FEC) from mines in the Lake Belt of southeast Florida to rail terminals for construction aggregate materials, as 
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Figure 5: Aggregate Consumption Trends
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Background / The Issues / The Problem
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Figure 7: Aggregate Deposits Remaining by 2060 Following New  
Urban Build-Out in West Central Florida
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shown in Figure 8. The CSX is the major hauler of primarily high end aggregates from mines in Georgia and 
Alabama. CSX also connects port terminals with rail terminals across the state. In general within significant market 
areas for high end aggregates where there are no mines there will be rail terminals to supply trucks working 
in a 20-30 mile radius. The SARTF group heard presentations from rail operators who discussed infrastructure 
needs and upgrades to the existing system. There was a specific presentation by CSX on the way short line and 
long haul railroads could team to create access to the Taylor County area where significant resources of hard 
limestone occur.  Similar references were made to rail needs in to the Palm Beach County area. The South Central 
Florida Express (SCFE) is a short line railroad located in south Florida that has been used almost exclusively to 
serve the sugar industry in the Everglades Agricultural Area. The interest in the Palm Beach County Limestone 
Resource Area has heightened interest in using this system for construction aggregate materials transport. The 
SCFE proposes to upgrade 21 miles of track running from SCFE’s main line to a new mining facility on US Sugar 
land in western Palm Beach County.

The first SARTF meeting was held in Tampa and some members had the opportunity to tour port facilities at the 
Port of Tampa. The Port Director provided an overview of the expansion plans for the port at the Rockport terminal 
now being used for phosphate rock shipments. Florida imports between four and five million tons of construction 
aggregate materials into the state though six ports. There are 13 deep water ports in Florida. However, the majority 
of the construction aggregate materials transported by ship are handled through the port facilities at the Port 
of Tampa, Port Manatee, Port Canaveral, and the Port of Jacksonville. Smaller quantities of primarily high end 
construction aggregate materials are handled on an intermittent basis by ship and barge through the ports at 
Panama City and Pensacola. The ports face similar issues in planning for the future and include:

Lack of adequate space for aggregate stockpiles• 

A need for automated off-loading and  handling in berthing areas• 

A continuing need for maintenance dredging • 

Better rail access on grade crossings• 

Better truck route access through urban areas.• 

Cost of Construction Aggregate Materials

Construction aggregate materials are a high-volume, high-weight and essential commodity. 

The cost of aggregates at the mine is a function of mine costs; labor and overhead such as royalties to landowners 
or special fees such as are paid in the Lake Belt for wetlands mitigation. Mining companies make a profit by moving 
large amounts of materials very efficiently. The factors that impact the price in the marketplace include availability 
of the resources and the balance between supply and demand. In addition, transportation is a key element in the 
ultimate cost to the consumer.

Internationally, there are granite and limestone supplies in Mexico, Central America, and Canada that can be 
produced at the mine at a reasonable cost. The supply and pricing issues for overseas shipments will be governed 
by the port and rail infrastructure that may be in place in the next 5-10 years and the availability of self-unloading 
vessels. Port and rail improvements may take a decade so the choice for policy makers and transportation planners 
is to act in the near future or face real scarcity.
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Background / The Issues / The Problem

Permitting/Regulatory

The federal government is involved in the mine approval process through the US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) and that agency’s standards regulating discharges to wetlands.  The USACE application process includes 
commenting and consultation requirements with the US Fish and Wildlife Service on endangered species, and US 
Environmental Protection Agency on wetlands and water quality.  The permit application is a joint application which 
is filed with both the USACE and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP).  After the application 
is filed, the state and federal review processes are separate.

In addition to federal laws, state and local land use and environmental regulations govern mine permitting approval 
in Florida.

The FDEP, Bureau of Mine Reclamation, is the lead agency addressing water resources pursuant to the 
Environmental Resource Permit (ERP) program. The primary review criteria focuses on protection of water quality, 
water quantity, and impacts to wetlands and other surface waters. FDEP coordinates wetland reviews with the 
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission concerning Florida listed species and their habitats.  FDEP also 
coordinates wetland reviews with the Division of Historic Resources, Department of State, concerning significant 
historic and archeological resources.  The ERP review will also consider the requirements of the separate mine 
reclamation program.

The protection of water resources is also considered by FDEP through the industrial wastewater permit program. 
This is a separate application process implemented by the FDEP district offices.  Each water management district 
also addresses water resources through a water use/consumptive use permit program. Issuance of an ERP is part 
of the approval process for these two regulatory programs.
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The State Fire Marshal’s Office licenses all blasters and users of explosives in the state and sets standards for 
blasting ground vibration and noise.

The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) has the role of approving the quality of the materials that 
ultimately are produced from the mines. The State Materials Office and FDOT District Materials Engineers keep 
close contact with mining operations to provide validation that materials being produced meet specifications set by 
the department for engineering applications.

The Florida Department of Community Affairs (FDCA) requires local government comprehensive planning that 
establishes land use conditions for local development.  FDCA also coordinates the activities of the regional planning 
councils for reviews of Developments of Regional Impact (DRI).  For construction aggregate mines the threshold 
for a DRI review is annually mining more than 100 acres per year, or water consumption exceeding 3,000,000 
gallons per day.

Local land use ordinances control the siting of a mine through the zoning and land use process and the day-to-day 
activities of the mine through ordinances regulating factors such as noise, hours of operation, road impacts, and 
traffic safety. Often the most contentious issues at the local level are brought into the local governmental process 
by concerned neighbors to existing or proposed mines. The issues brought to local government meetings include 
all of the quality of life concerns such as noise, lights, safety issues, environmental issues, property values, and 
aesthetics.  Some local governments duplicate the regulatory review functions of the state agencies. Some local 
governments also have wetland permit requirements. Sometimes applicants are required to revise their proposals 
several times in order to comply with the various federal, state and local requirements.

SARTF members heard testimony from industry members who described the permitting problems they have 
encountered while trying to accommodate all parties. Local government representatives also described their 
concerns that the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) and USACE permitting cannot by law 
provide for a comprehensive review of all topical areas of concern to local residents. FDEP staff from the Bureau of 
Mine Reclamation explained the limits of the agency’s permitting jurisdiction. A lack of trust and confidence that all 
local concerns are adequately dealt with has contributed to a duplication of effort and higher costs to the taxpayer. 
SARTF members discussed this situation and believe that better coordination can be achieved among all parties 
with a pre-application process that provides details on technical and environmental issues that must be addressed 
by applicants.  SARTF members also discussed and concluded that the preview of FDEP should be expanded to 
account for all substantive environmental issues. 

Some local governments have enacted temporary moratoria. The Task Force has requested that the Florida 
Association of Counties compile and submit information to the Governor, President of the Senate and Speaker of 
the House of Representatives on the status, duration and reasons for all moratoria.

Infrastructure Improvements

SARTF members heard presentations from the FDOT staff regarding Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) issues 
including planning, scheduling and funding of improvements. The FDOT staff also provided information on public 
and private partnerships as a way of funding infrastructure improvements in ports and on the rail system. SARTF 
members suggest the funding of strategic intermodal elements be handled in part through public/private funding.
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Recommendations

reCommendaTions To The governor and legislaTure

Recommendation Development Process

The Task Force has deliberated and discussed many issues regarding the availability and disposition of construction 
aggregate materials and has come to a consensus on many items that are recommended to the Legislature for 
statutory changes to improve the permitting and regulatory process at the state level and local government land 
use approvals. The Task Force has reached agreement on several issues which are identified as consensus 
recommendations. The Task Force has not reached a consensus on other issues; however, options proposed by 
various members of the Task Force have been set forth and underlined within each topic area. Non-consensus 
options do not reflect the views of all members of the Task Force.

issue 1 – ConsTruCTion aggregaTe maTerials resourCe 
managemenT

The Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force (SARTF) extensively discussed the strategic nature of construction 
aggregate materials. These materials are mined from limestone and sand deposits in at least 33 counties in 
Florida and represent finite and non-renewable resources that are constrained by their location, surrounding 
natural environment and existing and encroaching land development. Construction aggregate materials from these 
counties supply the needs for most of the rest of the State of Florida. 

The Task Force concurs with the Legislature that there is a strategic and critical need for an available supply of 
construction aggregate materials within the state and that a disruption of the supply would cause a significant 
detriment to the State’s construction industry, transportation system, and overall health, safety, and welfare. The 
question of the overall economic impact of road-building and construction on the state’s economy is however a 
complex one, with such activities also resulting in significant taxpayer costs.

The Task Force heard many examples of how the access to these resources may be limited by encroachment of 
development and environmental lands designations. This information was summarized from a report prepared by 
the Florida Department of Transportation in March 2007, and from several presenters. Early on in the deliberations, 
the Task Force collectively asked fundamental questions including; specifically, where are these aggregates found 
and in which counties and, what is the demand for construction aggregate materials going to be in the future. 

Several Task Force members recommended that Florida look at the model used in the State of California to 
map construction aggregate materials reserve areas. To learn more, the Task Force heard a presentation from a 
representative of the California Geological Survey who explained how California maps and identifies the location 
of potential construction aggregate materials reserves and establishes the quantities of permitted reserves 
on a regional basis. The Florida Geological Survey presented information on how a similar program could be 
implemented in Florida to assist the planning process. The California mapping program has been underway since 
1977. Because Florida has extensive data sets in a Geographic Information System (GIS) for land use and policy 
analysis, a similar mapping process could be created in Florida and implemented using existing data sets for the 

NOTE: NON-CONSENSUS ITEMS LISTED BELOW ARE UNDERLINED
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most part. The Task Force deliberated options for creating a mapping program in Florida and heard additional 
testimony from the Florida Geology Survey and the University of Florida GeoPlan Center on how construction 
aggregate materials mapping information could be assembled. 

The demand for aggregate is related to growth, development and infrastructure maintenance. The Task Force 
heard economic briefings on the creation of a “Construction Aggregate Demand Model.” Most economic models 
for construction aggregate materials link population and express demand in tons per capita per year. Estimates 
for per capita/per year construction aggregate materials consumption are linked to various factors including the 
amount and type of new construction, repairs, and renovations. Other groups such as the Century Commission 
and 1000 Friends of Florida have begun studies and discussions relative to the future “look” of Florida considering 
growth and development trends. These groups have used the University of Florida’s GeoPlan Center and Bureau 
of Economic Research to assist in these deliberations.

The demand for construction aggregate materials in Florida over the next 20-50 years will be dictated by growth 
trends and changes in lifestyles, energy costs, and construction practices. There currently exists no construction 
aggregate materials demand model for the state as a planning tool to help meet future resource needs. In addition, 
the Task Force heard presentations regarding the use and recycling of construction aggregate materials and other 
alternatives to in-state mining.

The Task Force makes the following consensus recommendations:

* * * * *

Issue 1 - Consensus Recommendations (Not Prioritized)

Statutorily acknowledge that:1. 

Construction aggregate materials are a finite natural resource.a. 

Construction aggregate materials mining is an industry of critical importance to the state.b. 

The siting and permitting of mines must be compatible with Florida’s environment and c. 
communities.

There are at least 33 counties where the aggregate and sand resource exists. Those d. 
counties include:

Aggregate Counties: Alachua, Broward, Charlotte, Citrus, Collier, Dixie, i. 
Hamilton, Hernando, Jackson, Lake, Lee, Levy, Liberty, Marion, Miami-
Dade, Okeechobee, Palm Beach, Pasco, Sumter, Suwannee, Taylor, 
Washington

Fine Aggregate Sand Counties: Bay, Calhoun, Clay, Gadsden, Glades, ii. 
Hendry, Lake, Marion, Polk, Putnam, Walton, Washington

Shell Rock and Coquina Counties: Charlotte, Collier, Indian River, Lee, iii. 
Okeechobee, Palm Beach, Sarasota, St Lucie.

The Legislature should encourage a reliable, predictable, and sustainable supply of construction aggregate 2. 
materials with a goal of maintaining public and private construction without interruptions.

The Legislature should continue to adopt policies, regulations and laws to encourage the increased use of 3. 
recycled and reused construction aggregate materials as appropriate.

Alternative material substitutions for construction aggregate materials should be investigated and encouraged 4. 
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Recommendations

by all state agencies involved in construction as appropriate.

The Legislature should provide a specific appropriation for those activities required to further the goals of 5. 
construction aggregate materials management, including but not limited to the development of the Strategic 
Aggregate Resource Assessment (SARA).

The SARA is critical to the economic, environmental, and social stability of the state of Florida. The Florida 6. 
Department of Transportation (FDOT) shall be the lead agency and shall work with Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection (FDEP) and Florida Department of Community Affairs (FDCA) in the preparation of 
SARA. The SARA should include, on a regional basis, the following:

For construction aggregate materials the SARA should:a. 

The Florida Geological Survey (FGS) shall identify and map the areas i. 
where the construction aggregate materials deposits are located.

Information can be submitted by willing land owners to the 1. 
Florida Geological Survey (FGS) for inclusion in State data 
repository.

The FGS should be directed to protect the confidentiality of 2. 
any materials submitted to the FGS pursuant to the SARA  
process. The FGS shall maintain the confidential status 
of such information, as required by s. [to be adopted], and 
such information shall be exempt from the provisions of s. 
119.07(1).

FDEP shall identify and superimpose on the above map the areas of ii. 
natural resources subject to state permitting requirements.

FDCA, along with the local governments, shall identify and superimpose iii. 
the above map the areas of existing future land use elements of local 
comprehensive plans and local zoning regulations.

Provide a projection of short and long term (5, 25 and 50 year) demand.iv. 

Provide an estimate of volume of aggregate available from already v. 
permitted mines to meet that demand.

Identify out of state construction aggregate materials available to meet vi. 
demand projections.

For infrastructure, identify the current and potential capacity of construction aggregate b. 
material imports into the State utilizing current and planned rail, connecting roadways and 
port infrastructure. 

The SARA shall be updated every five (5) years and be included as part of the FDOT c. 
Florida Transportation Plan.

The state and local governments should protect existing mines from encroachment from incompatible 7. 
development, and such actions should be expressly exempted from the Bert J. Harris Act. 

The local governments should consider the expansion of existing mines. Mines should be sited, permitted or 8. 
expanded in locations that result in the least amount of additional environmental and community impacts.

The construction aggregate mining industry and construction industry should work with FDOT to establish a 9. 
fee mechanism to pay for the initial costs of the SARA implementation.
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Issue 1 - Non-Consensus Items (Not Prioritized)

Florida Strategic Aggregate Resource Area Planning 10. 

The Task Force deliberated the concept of creating regional or local planning initiatives to address resource and 
land use planning for mines.  Some Task Force members expressed the view that simply developing maps and 
location information would facilitate the governmental approval process. Other members preferred leaving the 
identification of resource deposits to the private sector. In general these members do not favor the creation of a 
new planning entity, and prefer Option 1, a “No Action” option. Other members wanted the mapping information to 
be used in a more comprehensive participatory planning process. This process is outlined as Option 2.  Several 
members felt that the Task Force did not have sufficient time to deliberate this concept thoroughly in the six weeks 
of deliberations afforded to the Task Force review. Option 3 is a recommendation to continue the Task Force 
through 2009, to allow more deliberation on this topic. 

Option 1 - No Action

Option 2 - Mandate a Florida Strategic Construction Aggregate Materials Plan be developed: 

Formally designate in the SARA the Florida Strategic Aggregate Resource Areas a. 
(Resource Areas)

Establish a resource planning and management committee for each comprised of:b. 

Local government officialsi. 

State agencies, including Florida Department of Environmental ii. 
Protection (FDEP), relevant Water Management Districts, Regional 
Planning Councils, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
(FWC) , Florida Department of Community Affairs (FDCA), and Florida 
Department of Transportation (FDOT)

Environmental advocacy, industry, and community stakeholder iii. 
organizations, including homeowner and neighborhood associations.

Each Resource Area committee should retain consultant services (alternatively, staffing c. 
could be provided by the relevant regional planning council) to develop an Resource Area 
plan, which would:

Identify significant environmental resources within each Resource Area.i. 

Determine suitability for mine siting and expansion, and ii. 

If the area is determined to be suitable for substantial mining activity, iii. 
recommend to each governmental body any changes to its rules or 
ordinances necessary to ensure protection of all environmental and 
community values and to avoid land use conflicts.

Option 3 – Request the Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force (SARTF) further study this issue and make 
specific recommendations by for consideration by the Legislature in 2009. 

* * * * *
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Recommendations

issue 2 – sTaTe and loCal planning and regulaTion of mining

While all members agreed that a more certain, seamless and collaborative process would benefit all interests, 
views differed significantly as to the preferred roles of the state and local governments in the siting and permitting 
of mines.  Local government land use decisions are often intricately tied to environmental issues.  Several options 
are presented below to address these issues. 

* * * * *

Issue 2 - Consensus Recommendations (Not Prioritized)

Future procedures for the siting and permitting of construction aggregate materials mines should be based 11. 
upon earlier and more inter-agency coordination.

* * * * *

Issue 2 - Non-Consensus Items (Not Prioritized)

Amend Chapter 163, F.S., to require local governments within the identified resource areas to specifically 12. 
take into consideration, based on empirical data submitted by state agencies, the mining industry, or other 
reliable sources, the impact their land use decisions will have on the local, regional and statewide supply of 
construction aggregate materials. 

Encourage planning and zoning measures to restrict encroachment of development into areas containing 13. 
construction aggregate materials.

Require real estate disclosure within appropriate distance from existing or proposed mining locations.14. 

Local government land use controls.15. 

The Task Force deliberated the issues related to local land use controls and the local government role in mine siting 
and permitting. The discussions ranged from moratoria on mine permitting at the county level as implemented in 
certain counties to pre-emption of local home rule and the creation of an exclusive but more comprehensive state-
level planning and permitting process. Many noted strong concerns that local governments should maintain their 
current home rule authority because of the breadth of the impacts unique to each community. Others felt strongly 
that mining is currently subjected to overlapping, duplicative or unreasonable environmental reviews. Some 
supported more stringent planning and permitting standards for mines. 

Option 1 - No Action / leave land use control as they exist today.

Option 2 - Retain local authority and provide additional guidance with regard to local land use regulation of mining:

Direct FDCA and regional planning councils to create a specific process to address a. 
construction aggregate materials mining in the local comprehensive planning process, 
by reviewing and revising local comprehensive plans by July 31, 2010, as necessary, to 
prioritize mining as a land use in areas where it is suitable based on the natural character 
of the land, land use compatibility, transportation and other relevant issues, and to remove 
mining as an allowable use where it is not suitable based on such factors.
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Option 3 – Limitation of local land use authority. Specify in statute that:

Local governments shall have the responsibility for review of mining applications for local a. 
transportation impacts and other local government issues. 

Local governments shall be responsible for approving the zoning necessary to allow b. 
mining activities. 

The FDOT shall be given authority to make mandatory comments on the local government c. 
review of transportation issues.

Local governments shall be strictly prohibited from imposing bans or moratoriums on d. 
mining of construction aggregate materials. 

If in the local government review process, it is found that unacceptable impacts will occur e. 
on certain local roads, either the mining companies or the State shall assist the local 
government in making the appropriate improvements to the roads. 

The local government impacts assessment on roads shall be reviewed by the FDOT. f. 

In the event that local government does not approve a mine that has been approved by g. 
the State or the local government denies a mine based on environmental concerns which 
are not based on findings of fact, the FDEP, FDOT or applicant have the right to appeal 
the local government decision to the Governor and Cabinet. The permit can be issued by 
the Governor and Cabinet, overruling the opposition of the local government. 

The local government shall maintain the right to file a Chapter 120 petition for administrative h. 
hearing on the ruling of the Governor and Cabinet to issue the mining permit. However, 
the burden of proof in the case shall lie with the local government..

Amend the State comprehensive to allow the State to initiate a local government i. 
comprehensive plan change to allow mining of construction aggregate materials mining in 
some designated area within a local government jurisdiction.

Option 4 – In areas designated by the FDOT as having construction grade aggregate, local government may only 
deny a mining permit by a super-majority vote.

Option 5 – Local Comprehensive Plan. This option addresses:

Local comprehensive plan:a. 

The Florida Department of Transportation shall identify by September i. 
1, 2008 the counties within which are located strategic aggregate 
resources.  

Within one year of being notified by the Florida Department of ii. 
Transportation that it is host to strategic aggregate resources, a local 
government shall amend its comprehensive plan to designate as an 
overlay on the future land use map the area within with aggregate 
resource mining is an allowed use. Such designation shall be based on 
best available data applied in a professionally acceptable manner. 

The plan amendment shall establish the general guidelines and iii. 
standards that an applicant must meet before an aggregate mining 
permit can be issued by the local government.  
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The plan amendment shall establish the land use criteria that the local iv. 
government shall use to ensure the compatibility of land use within one 
(1) mile of an existing or new mine.  

When making land use decisions within the aggregate resource mining v. 
overlay area, a local government must consider not only the local but also 
the regional impacts of the land use decision on the future availability of 
strategic aggregate resources and must issue a finding that the land use 
activity will not unreasonably affect the resource.  This local government 
action shall be reviewable by the Division of Administrative Hearings or 
circuit court as appropriate.

Real estate disclosure is required within 1000 feet of a mine.vi. 

Relation between State and Local permitting:b. 

To prevent duplication of permitting authority, Florida statutes shall be i. 
amended to establish the principle that the state environmental resource 
permit for aggregate mining is an environmental and technical permit and 
that a local aggregate mine permit is a land use compatibility and local 
issues permit.  The state permit shall be limited to those environmental 
and technical considerations enumerated in Recommendation A, above.   
The local government permitting process shall be limited to the land use 
compatibility issues enumerated in Recommendation C, below.

The permitting process shall begin upon request of an applicant for ii. 
the applicable regional planning council to convene a pre-application 
conference.  Invitees shall include all relevant stakeholders, including 
federal, state, regional and local permitting authorities, effected local 
governments, environmental organizations, and citizen groups.  The 
attendees shall develop and agree upon a master list of data and analysis 
requirements which is inclusive of all the data and analysis requirements 
from all permitting authorities.  In addition, the attendees shall agree 
upon the existence of any best available data sources that could be 
used to satisfy permitting requirements or upon the methodologies that 
are to be used to collect and analyze new data. 

Following the pre-application conference the applicant shall proceed iii. 
with permitting in a manner of his own choosing; however, permitting 
authorities shall be bound by the agreement reached during the pre-
application conference.

Local government permitting process:c. 

The local government aggregate mine permit shall be limited to land i. 
use compatibility and local issues, including highway and railroad safety 
issues; access; infrastructure needs attributable to mining; screening; 
set back of active mining operations from residential development by no 
more than 300’; noise; lighting; and hours of operation.  

Local governments shall require an applicant to sponsor at least two ii. 
neighborhood meetings before applying for a local government mining 
permit.  At such meetings the Florida Department of Environmental 
Protection shall explain the state permitting process, the local 
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government shall explain the local permitting process and the applicant 
shall explain the mining process.  Citizen concerns shall be solicited and 
accommodated to the maximum extent feasible during the permitting 
process.

Option 6 – Request the SARTF further study this issue and make specific recommendations for consideration by 
Florida Legislature in 2009.

State and Local Environmental Regulation16. 

There was agreement among all that changes in the current process are needed, but the Task Force did not reach 
consensus on the ways to improve state and local environmental regulation of mining operations.  Some asserted 
that mining is currently subjected to overlapping, duplicative or unreasonable environmental reviews and proposed 
limitations on local government authority. 

The Task Force heard testimony which revealed that although state environmental regulations are comprehensive, 
a number of environmental impacts are not currently regulated by FDEP permits but are addressed by local 
government programs.   

Option 1 - No limitation on home rule authority of local governments and improve existing state regulations to 
require:

Planning and permitting actions to locate and expand mines must prevent long-term, a. 
cumulative land use and environmental impacts, and  ensure protection and restoration of 
ecosystems as needed based on the specific characteristics of the area and all reasonably 
foreseeable mining and other impacts within the watershed for which the project is 
proposed, and to include clearer and more region-specific criteria.

Full up front guaranteed mitigation of all long-term cumulative impacts.b. 

All new procedures for the siting and permitting of aggregate mines should be based upon c. 
earlier and more inter-agency coordination and planning, and increase the current level of 
environmental and water quality protection to better reflect the impacts to ecosystems.

Option 2 – Expressly limit local government authority to regulate the environmental impacts enumerated below and 
confirm the FDEP as the lead agency for all construction aggregate materials mine permitting, responsible for: 

Coordination with other state agencies on impacts evaluation (including water management a. 
districts).

Evaluation of wetlands impacts.b. 

Evaluation of endangered species impacts (coordination with state/federal agencies).c. 

Evaluation of surface-water management impacts, including as appropriate the use of a d. 
standard hydrologic model as safe harbor.

Evaluation of water quality impacts.e. 

Review of restoration plans. f. 
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This option would additionally:

Restrict the role of local governments with regard to the regulation of wetland resources to g. 
being a commenting agency.

Require that prior to state permitting, FDEP conduct a pre-application meeting between all h. 
vested interests to:

Identify sufficient information to aid state and local agencies to proceed i. 
with review of the mining and land use applications, and 

Allow mining applicants to tailor their applications in advance to meet ii. 
state and local agency requirements.

Provide permitting priority to lands that both have proven construction aggregate materials i. 
resources and have been altered in the past for other activities, such as agriculture, 
silviculture, or others. 

Provide priority to areas designated in local government comprehensive plans for mining. j. 

Provide FDEP statutory authority to create a new rule, that combines:k. 

Existing ERP authorityi. 

Existing reclamation authority, andii. 

Industrial waste permitting authority as necessary.iii. 

Such authorization would include authority to:l. 

Regulate all wetlands and other surface waters on property proposed i. 
for rock mining

Option 3 - This option would:

Provide FDEP statutory authority to create a new rule, that combines:a. 

Existing ERP authority.i. 

Existing reclamation authority. ii. 

Industrial waste permitting authority as necessary. iii. 

Such authorization would include authority to:b. 

Regulate all wetlands and other surface waters on property proposed i. 
for rock mining including isolated wetlands of less than 0.5 acres.

Permit FDEP, in consultation with the FWC to consider impact to listed ii. 
species in uplands. 

Provide for an appropriate feec. 

Provide for protection of water resources including potential impacts to public well fields d. 
and cumulative impacts of mining to water resources subject to Chapter 373, F.S., Part IV 
jurisdiction.

Provide for pre-application meetings and local government compliance (including sharing e. 
application fees) when local government accepts the construction aggregate materials 
ERP as the sole review of water resources and listed species.
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Reaffirm existing activity-based split between FDEP and WMDs regarding mining. f. 

Option 4 – Retain local authority while providing for the pre-application process described above.

Option 5 – Request the SARTF further study this issue and make specific recommendations by for consideration 
by Florida Legislature in 2009. 

issue 3 – infrasTruCTure improvemenTs
Financing of rail and port facility improvements may be facilitated by the expansion of public-private partnerships 
for transportation facilities. These would include supply chain improvements for strategically important construction 
materials needed to build and maintain transportation facilities. The members were in agreement that the FDOT 
should be given additional statutory authority to improve infrastructure to more efficiently transport construction 
aggregate materials.

* * * * *

Issue 3 - Consensus Recommendations (Not Prioritized)

Provide statutory authority for FDOT to enter into Public-Private-Partnerships (P3) in development of rail and 17. 
port infrastructure to facilitate distribution of strategic construction aggregate materials.

The state should identify and prioritize possible funding sources for the improvement of or building of new rail/18. 
port facilities.

The aggregate resource counties should be - offered incentives regarding transportation funding - given 19. 
priority as to transportation funding.

issue 4 – The fuTure of The sarTf
The Task Force deliberations were compressed in to a six week time frame within which information – gathering 
and deliberations were conducted. The Task Force heard presentations from various perspectives on each issue 
but at the end of the review process some members felt that more work remains on these complex issues. Others 
felt that the compressed timetable focused the energy of the group and allowed all significant issues to be aired 
and discussed and that the practical consensus recommendations herein, if implemented, improve the planning 
and permitting processes for mining.  There was no consensus on the future of the SARTF.

* * * * *

Issue 4 - Non-Consensus Items (Not Prioritized)

Continue the deliberations of the SARTF through the 2009 legislative session.20. 

Option 1 - Extend the mission and provide funding for the SARTF to deliberate unresolved issues, through July 1, 
2009, legislative session.

Option 2 - Sunset the SARTF as provided by legislation.
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appendix 1. The sTraTegiC aggregaTes  
review Task forCe: house bill 985

 
F L O R I D A   H O U S E  O F  R E P R E S E N T A T I V E S

ENROLLED

CS/CS/HB 985, Engrossed 3        2007 Legislature

Section 30. Construction aggregate materials.--

(1) DEFINITIONS.--”Construction aggregate materials” means construction aggregate, 
limestone, dolomite, limerock, shell rock, cemented coquina, sand for use as a component of 
mortars, concrete, bituminous mixtures, or underdrain filters, and other mined resources providing 
the basic material for concrete, asphalt, and road base.

(2) LEGISLATIVE INTENT.--The Legislature finds that there is a strategic and critical 
need for an available supply of construction aggregate materials within the state and that a 
disruption of the supply would cause a significant detriment to the state’s construction industry, 
transportation system, and overall health, safety, and welfare.

(3) LOCAL GOVERNMENT DECISIONMAKING.--No local government shall approve 
or deny a proposed land use zoning change, comprehensive plan amendment, land use 
permit, ordinance, or order regarding construction aggregate materials without considering any 
information provided by the Department of Transportation regarding the effect such change, 
amendment, permit decision, ordinance, or order would have on the availability, transportation, 
and potential extraction of construction aggregate materials on the local area, the region, and 
the state. The failure of the Department of Transportation to provide this information shall not be 
a basis for delay or invalidation of the local government action. No local government may impose 
a moratorium, or combination of moratoria, of more than 12 months’ duration on the mining or 
extraction of construction aggregate materials, commencing on the date the vote was taken to 
impose the moratorium. January 1, 2007, shall serve as the commencement of the 12-month 
period for moratoria already in place as of July 1, 2007.

(4) EXPEDITED PERMITTING.--Due to the state’s critical  infrastructure needs and the 
potential shortfall in available construction aggregate materials, limerock environmental resource 
permitting and reclamation applications filed after March 1, 2007, are eligible for the expedited 
permitting processes contained in s. 403.973, Florida Statutes. Challenges to state agency 
action in the expedited permitting process for establishment of a limerock mine in this state 
under s. 403.973, Florida Statutes, are subject to the same requirements as challenges brought 
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under s. 403.973(15)(a), Florida Statutes, except that, notwithstanding s. 120.574, Florida 
Statutes, summary proceedings must be conducted within 30 days after a party files the motion 
for summary hearing, regardless of whether the parties agree to the summary proceeding. 

(5) STRATEGIC AGGREGATES REVIEW TASK FORCE.--

(a) The Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force is created to evaluate the availability 
and disposition of construction aggregate materials and related mining and land use practices 
in this state.

(b) The task force shall be appointed by August 1, 2007, and shall be composed of the 
following 19 members: 

1. The President of the Senate, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and the 
Governor shall each appoint one member from each of the following groups:

a. The mining industry.

b. The construction industry.

c. The transportation industries, including seaports, trucking, railroads, or roadbuilders.

d. Elected officials representing counties identified by the Department of Transportation 
as limestone or sand resource areas. Rural, midsize, and urban counties shall each have one 
elected official on the task force.

e. Environmental advocacy groups.

2. The Secretary of Environmental Protection or designee.

3. The Secretary of Community Affairs or designee.

4. The Secretary of Transportation or designee.

5. One member appointed by the Florida League of Cities, Inc.

(c) Members of the commission shall serve without compensation. Travel and per 
diem expenses for members who are not state employees shall be paid by the Department of 
Transportation in accordance with s. 112.061, Florida Statutes.

(d) The Department of Transportation shall organize and provide administrative support 
for the task force and coordinate with other state agencies and local governments in obtaining 
and providing such data and information as may be needed by the task force to complete its 
evaluation. The department may conduct any supporting studies as are required to obtain needed 
information or otherwise assist the task force in its review and deliberations.

(e) The Department of Transportation shall collect and provide information to the task 
force relating to construction aggregate materials and the amount of such materials used by the 
department on state road infrastructure projects and shall provide any technical and supporting 
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information relating to the use of such materials as is available to the department.

(f) The task force shall report its findings to the Governor, the President of the Senate, 
and the Speaker of the House of Representatives by February 1, 2008. The report must identify 
locations with significant concentrations of construction aggregate materials and recommend 
actions intended to ensure the continued extraction and availability of construction aggregate 
materials.

(g) The task force shall be dissolved on July 1, 2008.
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appendix 2. The sTraTegiC aggregaTes review 
Task forCe: membership

The Mining Industry
Enrique Tomeu, Palm Beach Aggregates (Senate Appointment)	
Scott McCaleb, Florida Rock Industries (House Appointment)	
Thomas Missimer, Schlumberger Water Services USA, Inc. (Governor’s Appointment) 	

The Construction Industry
Rob Duke, Preferred Materials, Inc. (Senate Appointment)	
David Hanson, Walbridge Aldinger Company (House Appointment)	
James Slade, Ranger Construction Industries (Governor’s Appointment) 	

The Transportation Industries (including seaports, trucking, railroads, or road builders)
Larry Dale, Dickerson Florida (Senate Appointment)	
Harkley Thornton, Outlook Media (House Appointment, 	 Chair)
Ignacio Halley, Community Asphalt Corporation (Governor’s Appointment) 	

Elected Officials 
Representing counties identified by the Department of Transportation as limestone or sand resource areas. 
Rural, midsize, and urban counties shall each have one elected official on the task force. 

Rural County: 	
Commissioner Mark Wiggins, Taylor County (Governor’s Appointment)	

Midsize County: 	
Commissioner Doug Gilpin, Sumter County (House Appointment, 	 Vice-Chair)

Urban County: 	
Commissioner John Koons IV, Palm Beach County (Senate Appointment) 	

Environmental Advocacy Group
Eric Draper, Audubon Society of Florida (Senate Appointment)	
Heidi McCree, Member of Southwest Florida Water Management District Governing Board (House 	
Appointment)
Richard Grosso, Everglades Law Center (Governor’s Appointment) 	

One Member Appointed by the Florida League of Cities
Mayor John Glanzer, City of Newberry (Florida League of Cities	  Appointment) 

The Secretary of Environmental Protection or Designee
Richard Cantrell, Florida Department of Environmental Protection (Designee) 	

The Secretary of Community Affairs or Designee
Walker Banning, Florida Department of Community Affairs (Designee) 	

The Secretary of Transportation or Designee
Ananth Prasad, Florida Department of Transportation (Designee)	
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appendix 3. The sTraTegiC aggregaTes review  
Task forCe: organizaTion and meeTings

Organization

The legislation directed the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) to provide staffing and support for 
the Task Force deliberations. The FDOT State Materials Office provided individuals and consultants to prepare 
background materials and to handle meeting logistics and facilitation. 

Public Involvement

The FDOT State Materials Public Information Office coordinated all public involvement. Communications and 
information regarding all aspects of the Task Force deliberation process were placed on the FDOT website at: 
http://www.dot.state.fl.us/statematerialsoffice/administration/resources/library/issues-trends/aggtaskforce/.

The website link above provides access to Task Force-related information including:

Public involvement opportunities;• 

Background information on the Task Force process;• 

Membership information including biographical data;• 

Electronic mailing list for individuals interested in Task Force activities;• 

Verbatim transcripts of meetings;• 

Meeting materials; and,• 

Reports and related documentation. • 

Organization of the Meeting Process

The Task Force met in Tampa for its organizational meeting on December 18-19, 2008, to elect a chair and vice-
chair and to hear presentations intended to give an overview of issues related to mining, transportation, local 
government, and the environment. The agenda for the first two meeting days was prepared by FDOT staff and 
consultants to provide the overview information.

The facilitator, Lauren McFadden of Nikko Performance Systems, provided the initial organizational direction for 
the group to elect a Chair and Vice-Chair. The Task Force selected Harkley Thornton, President of Outlook Media, 
as Chair and Doug Gilpin, County Commissioner from Sumter County, as Vice-Chair. Chairman Thornton met with 
FDOT staff and consultants and set the agendas for the three meetings in January.

The meeting agendas were placed on the FDOT website and e-mailed to interested individuals and groups. During 
the meeting process, the theme that was followed included formal presentations from knowledgeable individuals 
and interested parties often representing differing viewpoints. The presentations were kept to 20-30 minutes with 
additional time for Task Force members to ask questions and clarify information. Time was allocated for public 
comments during each meeting day. A period of time was provided at the end of each day for discussion and 
comment by Task Force members. Chairman Thornton solicited comments from the Task Force relative to the type 
of information that they wanted to hear at the next meeting. During the Jacksonville and Tallahassee meetings, the 
Task Force members drafted specific findings in written and verbal form that were recorded by FDOT staff. The 
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draft report was prepared by FDOT staff and consultants and reviewed and edited by the Task Force during the 
meetings in Tallahassee. The comments were engrossed into the final draft for submittal to the Governor, Speaker 
of the House, and President of the Senate. 

Meetings 

The meetings of the Task Force were held around the state to allow maximum input from citizens. Four meetings 
were held over a six week period during which time the members had approximately 70 hours of information 
gathering, question and answer periods involving the presenters and other members and deliberations and 
discussion among members. The meetings were held at the following locations. 

Tampa, Florida --- December 18-19, 2007• 

Miami, Florida --- January 8-9, 2008• 

Jacksonville, Florida --- January 15-16, 2008• 

Tallahassee, Florida --- January 29-31, 2008• 
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appendix 4. The sTraTegiC aggregaTes review  
Task forCe: The agendas

 
Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force  

Meeting Agenda 
December 18-20, 2007 

Tampa, Florida

Day One – Orientation

Time Activity
Welcome, Overview and Purpose  (Lauren McFadden, President, Nikko Performance Systems)

1:00 -2:00 PM Setting the Work Agenda (Chairman Carey Baker, Senate Transportation Committee; Chairman 
Richard Glorioso, House Transportation Committee; and Thomas O. Malerk, Director, Office of 
Materials, Florida Department of Transportation)

Legislative charge to examine the strategic nature of aggregates•	
FDOT’s role in sponsoring legislation•	
The Purpose of the Study  •	
The Results •	

2:00-2:15 PM Introductions
2:15-3:00 PM Organizational Details

Introduction of Task Force members•	
Election of Chair•	
Role of facilitator and staff•	
Public comment process•	
Schedule of meetings•	

Background Information
3:00-3:30 PM Florida’s Government in the Sunshine (Bruce Conroy, Chief of Administrative Law and Real 

Property Division, Florida Department of Transportation)
A Summary of Florida’s Government in the Sunshine•	
Florida Department of Transportation, Government in the Sunshine•	

3:30-3:45 PM Break
3:45-4:15 PM Strategic Aggregates Study – Synopsis (Thomas A. Herbert, Vice President, Lampl Herbert 

Consultants) 
What are aggregates and other limestone products•	
The strategic, place-based nature of these materials•	
Location of known deposits of limestone within Florida•	
Areas of likely future exploration•	
Land use, environmental and neighborhood issues•	

4:15-4:45 PM Strategic Aggregates Study – Economic Issues (Robert Whelan, Senior Project Manager, 
ECONorthwest) 

Role of aggregates in economy•	
Impact of Lake Belt mining to state•	
Lake Belt Ruling and short term reactions•	
Costs of doing nothing•	

4:45 -5:00 PM SARTF Discussion and Deliberation
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Day Two – Perspectives
8:00-9:00 AM Regulatory

Florida Department of Environmental Protection•	  (Richard Cantrell, Deputy Director, Bureau 
of Mine Reclamation)
Florida Department of Community Affairs•	  (Walker Banning, Community Program Manager, 
Division of Community Planning)
Florida Department of Transportation•	  (John Shoucair, Geotechnical Materials Engineer, 
State Materials Office)
Private Practitioner•	  (Michael P. Haymans, Director, Farr, Farr, Emerich, Hackett and Carr, 
P.A.)

9:00-10:00 AM Local Government
County authority in the overall mining process •	 (Chip R. Fletcher, Attorney, Shumaker, Loop 
and Kendrick, LLP; Representing Florida Association of Counties)
Lee County •	 (Mary Gibbs, Director, Lee County Community Development)
Sumter County •	 (William F. “Bill” Stevens, Jr., Public Works Department)

10:00-10:15 AM Break
10:15-11:15 PM Mining

Mine values, infrastructure and jobs•	  (Neal McAliley, Partner, White and Case, LLP)
Issues to keep the “doors of communication open” •	 (Dixie Hollins, Hollinswood Ranch)

11:15-12:15 PM Transportation
Rail •	 (Mike Darragh, Director, Sales and Marketing, CSX)
Ports•	  (Richard A. Wainio, Port Director and CEO, Tampa Port Authority) 
Trucking•	  (Alan Payne, Florida Trucking)

12:15-1:15 PM Lunch
1:15-2:15 PM Construction 

Road Construction/Paving•	  (John Skidmore, Vice President, APAC Construction)
Residential Construction•	  (Donald Santos, President, Santos Construction Company)
Commercial Construction•	  (J.C. Miseroy, Area Manager, Granite Construction)

2:15-2:30 PM Break
2:30-3:30 PM Environment

Mining in Lee County: A Rural Community Planning Perspective •	 (Kevin U. Hill, Chair, 
Corkscrew Rural Community Planning Committee)
Sierra Club•	  (Frank Jackalone, Senior Regional Representative, Sierra Club)
Population Growth•	  (Paul Zwick, Director, University of Florida GeoPlan Center)

3:30-4:15 PM Public Comment
4:15-4:45 PM Task Force Deliberations
4:45-5:00 PM Next steps / directions for next meeting

 
Day Three – Tour of Port of Tampa

On Thursday, December 20, 2007 from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. the Strategic Aggregates Task Force will take a tour 
of the Port of Tampa. Please note that public participation in the Port of Tampa Tour will be limited to 10 participants 
due to the size of the vessel that will transport the task force members. This scheduled event is intended to be a 
fact-finding session for the sole purposes of gathering information only, therefore, no recommendations will be 
made, no public business will be discussed and no votes will be taken. If you are interested in participating in this 
event, please contact Christine McDonald, Public Information Officer, at (352) 955-6624 or by e-mail at christine.
mcdonald@dot.state.fl.us. Please note that final 10 participants will be randomly selected.  
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Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force 
Meeting Agenda 

January 8-9, 2007 
Miami, Florida

Meeting Day One

Time Activity
9:00-9:15 AM Welcome and Member Introductions (Lauren McFadden, President, Nikko Performance 

Systems – Meeting Facilitator)
9:15-10:00 AM Transportation (Presentations Originally Scheduled for December 19, 2007)

9:15-9:30 AM Rail •	 (Mike Darragh, Director, Sales and Marketing, CSX)
9:30-9:45 AM Trucking •	 (Alan Payne, Florida Trucking)

9:45-10:00 AM Task Force Q&A•	

10:00-11:15 AM The Future: Population and Emerging Statewide Strategies
10:00-10:20 AM Population and Growth •	 (Paul Zwick, Co-Director, University of Florida GeoPlan Center)
10:20-10:40 AM Emerging Thinking •	 (Charles Pattison, Century Commission for a Sustainable Florida)
10:40-11:15 AM Task Force Q&A•	

11:15-11:30 AM Break
11:30-12:30 PM Resource Economics

11:30-11:50 AM Everglades Economics•	  (Richard Weisskoff, University of Miami)
11:50-12:10 PM Mineral Resources, Demand and Need•	  (Robert Whelan, ECONorthwest)
12:10-12:30 PM Task Force Q&A•	

12:30-1:30 PM Lunch
1:30-3:15 PM Mining Limestone in Florida: Resources and Recovery

1:30-1:50 PM Geologic Deposits •	 (Tom Scott, Florida Geological Survey)
1:50-2:10 PM Local Governments Ordinances, Constraints and Moratoria •	 (Diana Ferguson, Florida 

Association of Counties)
2:10-2:30 PM Map of Aggregate Resources: The Current Situation •	 (Tom Scott, Florida Geological Survey; 

and Diana Ferguson, Florida Association of Counties)
2:30-3:15 PM Task Force Q&A•	

3:15-3:30 PM Break
3:30-4:30 PM Environmental Permitting of Limestone Mines in Florida

3:30-4:00 PM Water Resources Permitting for Aggregate Mines •	 (Howard Hayes, Program Administrator – 
Mandatory Non-Phosphate, Florida Department of Environmental Protection)

4:00-4:30 PM Task Force Q&A•	

4:30-5:00 PM Public Comment
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Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force 
Meeting Agenda 

January 8-9, 2007 
Miami, Florida

Meeting Day Two 

Time Activity
9:00-9:10 AM Recap of Meeting Day One (Lauren McFadden, President, Nikko Performance Systems – 

Meeting Facilitator)
9:10-12:00 PM Special Districts 

9:10-9:25 AM Overview of California Mineral Land Classification System•	  (John Clinkenbeard, California 
Geological Survey)

9:25-9:40 AM Task Force Q&A•	

Creation and Management of the Lake Belt: Legislative and Environmental Perspectives•	

9:40-9:55 AM
9:55-10:10 AM

Legislativeo  (Terrie Bates, South Florida Water Management District)
Environmentalo  (Paul Schwiep, Coffey Burlington, P.L.)

10:10-10:25 AM Break
Special Districts (Continued)

Creation and Management of the Lake Belt: Local and State Perspectives•	

10:25-10:40 AM The Miami-Dade County Experience o (Frank Bernardino, The Wren Group)
10:40-10:55 AM Florida Department of Environmental Protection o (Howard Hayes, Program Administrator 

– Mandatory Non-Phosphate, Florida Department of Environmental Protection)
10:55-11:10 AM Mining Industry: Historical Perspective o (Scott Benyon, Cemex/Rinker)
11:10-12:00 PM Task Force Q&A•	

12:00-1:00 PM Lunch
1:00-3:00 PM Local Government Case Studies

1:00-1:30 PM Palm Beach County •	 (Karen Marcus, Palm Beach County, Board of County Commissioners)
1:30-2:00 PM Task Force Q&A•	

2:00-2:30 PM Lee County•	  (Mary Gibbs, Lee County, Community Development)
2:30-3:00 PM Task Force Q&A•	

3:00-3:15 PM Break
3:15-3:45 PM Public Comment
3:45-4:45 PM Task Force Deliberations
4:45-5:00 PM Next Steps
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Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force 
Meeting Agenda 

January 15-16, 2008 
Jacksonville, Florida

Meeting Day One

Time Activity
9:00-9:15 AM Welcome and Member Introductions (Lauren McFadden, President, Nikko Performance Systems – 

Meeting Facilitator)
9:15-9:30 AM Chair’s Opening Remarks (Harkley Thornton, President, Outlook Media – Task Force Chair)

9:30-10:45 AM Transportation: Future Rail Needs
9:30-9:45 AM How Public Private Partnerships (P3) Can Be Used for Rail Infrastructure Improvements •	

(Gene Branagan, Manager, Florida Department of Transportation, Project Finance Office)
9:45-10:00 AM

10:00-10:15 AM

Rail: Specific Recommendations Regarding What Is Needed – •	 (Mike Darragh, Director, Sales 
and Marketing, CSX)
FDOT Port, Rail and Roads Strategic Intermodal Systems (SIS) Projects – Past and Future, •	
5-Year Look (Presenter TBA)

10:15-10:45 AM Task Force Q&A•	

10:45-11:00 AM Break 
11:00-12:00 PM Streamlining the Permitting Process

11:00-11:15 PM Expedited Permitting Processes •	 (Presenter TBA)
11:15-11:30 PM County Environmental Permitting Regulatory Agencies •	 (Eric Poole, Assistant Legislative 

Director, Florida Association of Counties)
11:30-12:00 PM Task Force Q&A•	

12:00-1:00 PM Lunch
1:00-2:00 PM Task Force Deliberations
2:00-2:15 PM Break
2:15-2:45 PM Public Comments
2:45-5:00 PM Task Force Deliberations and Preparation for Day Two

MISSION STATEMENT FROM THE LEGISLATURE: The Task Force is intended to be a fact-finding and 
deliberative group that will make recommendations for improvements in policy and public investment as 
related to the supply of limestone aggregate materials. The group will evaluate the availability and disposition 
of construction aggregate materials and related mining and land use practices in Florida.

Once finalized, the Task Force’s findings will be reported to the Governor, President of the Senate 
and the Speaker of the House of Representatives by February 1, 2008. The group will also provide 
recommendations to the Governor and the Legislature regarding each of the following issues:

General policy changes in the aggregates arena 	
Availability and locations of the natural resource 	
Land use issues 	
Public and private investments in infrastructure such as access and availability to ports, railroads 	
and roadway transportation 
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Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force 
Meeting Agenda 

January 15-16, 2008 
Jacksonville, Florida

Meeting Day Two 

Time Activity
9:00-9:15 AM Recap of Meeting Day One (Lauren McFadden, President, Nikko Performance Systems – Meeting 

Facilitator)
9:15-9:30 AM Chair’s Opening Remarks (Harkley Thornton, President, Outlook Media – Task Force Chair)

9:30-10:30 AM The Future Population and Emerging Statewide Strategies (Part 2)
9:30-10:00 AM Population and Growth – •	 (Paul Zwick, Co-Director, University of Florida GeoPlan Center)

10:00-10:30 AM Task Force Q & A•	

10:30-10:45 AM Break
10:45-12:00 PM Task Force Deliberations
12:00-1:00 PM Lunch 

1:00-3:00 PM Task Force Deliberations
3:00-3:15 PM Break 
3:15-3:45 PM Public Comment
3:45-4:45 PM Task Force Deliberations
4:45-5:00 PM Next Steps
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Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force 
Meeting Agenda 

January 29-31, 2008 
Tallahassee, Florida

MISSION STATEMENT FROM THE LEGISLATURE:  The Task Force is intended to be a fact-finding and 
deliberative group that will make recommendations for improvements in policy and public investment as related 
to the supply of limestone aggregate materials. The group will evaluate the availability and disposition of 
construction aggregate materials and related mining and land use practices in Florida.

Once finalized, the Task Force’s findings will be reported to the Governor, President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives by February 1, 2008. The group will also provide recommendations to 
the Governor and the Legislature regarding each of the following issues: 

General policy changes in the aggregates arena 	
Availability and locations of the natural resource 	
Land use issues 	
Public and private investments in infrastructure such as access and availability to ports, railroads and 	
roadway transportation.

 
Meeting Day One

Time Activity
9:00-9:15 AM Welcome and Member Introductions (Lauren McFadden, President, Nikko Performance Systems – 

Meeting Facilitator)
9:15-9:30 AM Chair’s Opening Remarks (Harkley Thornton, President, Outlook Media – Task Force Chair)
9:30-9:45 AM Florida Department of Transportation (Stephanie Kopelousos, Secretary, Florida Department of 

Transportation) 
9:45-10:00 AM An Overview of the Lee County Aggregate Situation (Tammy Hall, Board of County 

Commissioners, Lee County)
10:00-10:15 AM Bert J. Harris, Jr., Private Property Rights Protection Act (Presenter TBA)
10:15-10:30 AM Task Force Q&A
10:30-10:45 AM Break
10:45-11:00 AM Defining Florida’s “Essential Industries” (Presenter TBA)
11:00-11:15 AM Task Force Q&A
11:15-12:00 PM Task Force Preparation of Final Report and Recommendations
12:00-1:00 PM Lunch

1:00-2:00 PM Task Force Preparation of Final Report and Recommendations
2:00-2:15 PM Break
2:15-2:45 PM Public Comment
2:45-3:45 PM Task Force Preparation of Final Report and Recommendations
3:45-4:00 PM Break
4:00-4:45 PM Task Force Preparation of Final Report and Recommendations
4:45-5:00 PM Preparation for Meeting Day Two
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Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force 
Meeting Agenda 

January 29-31, 2008 
Tallahassee, Florida

Meeting Day Two 

Time Activity
9:00-9:15 AM Recap of Meeting Day One (Lauren McFadden, President, Nikko Performance Systems – Meeting 

Facilitator)
9:15-9:30 AM Chair’s Opening Remarks (Harkley Thornton, President, Outlook Media – Task Force Chair)

9:30-10:30 AM Statewide Mapping
9:30-9:45 AM Population and Growth Mapping •	 (Paul Zwick, Co-Director, University of Florida GeoPlan Center)

9:45-10:00 AM Task Force Q&A•	

10:00-10:15 AM Accelerated Mapping Program and Costs •	 (Tom Scott, Assistant State Geologist, Florida 
Geological Survey)

10:15-10:30 AM Task Force Q&A•	

10:30-10:45 AM Break
10:45-12:00 PM Task Force Preparation of Final Report and Recommendations
12:00-1:00 PM Lunch 

1:00-2:00 PM Task Force Preparation of Final Report and Recommendations
2:00-2:15 PM Break 
2:15-3:15 PM Task Force Preparation of Final Report and Recommendations
3:15-3:45 PM Public Comment
3:45-4:00 PM Break
4:00-4:45 PM Task Force Preparation of Final Report and Recommendations
4:45-5:00 PM Preparation for Meeting Day Three

Meeting Day Three 

Time Activity
9:00-9:15 AM Recap of Meeting Day Two (Lauren McFadden, President, Nikko Performance Systems – Meeting 

Facilitator)
9:15-9:30 AM Chair’s Opening Remarks (Harkley Thornton, President, Outlook Media – Task Force Chair)

9:30-10:30 AM Task Force Final Comments and Acceptance of Report and Recommendations
10:30-10:45 AM Break
10:45-11:15 PM Administrative Actions Related to the Final Report and Recommendations
11:15-11:45 PM Conclusion (Presenter TBA)
11:45-12:00 PM Chair’s Final Remarks (Harkley Thornton, President, Outlook Media – Task Force Chair)




